Internship – Company’s Feedback

• “I’m very impressed with Qing Yang's initiative at work, he is driven and able to work independently. As previous batches of interns were from universities, RP is the first to send interns to APB. We look forward to having more poly interns in future” – Quoted by Kevin Leung, TPM Coordinator

• “Good flow of polytechnic graduates into the working society. So far, had 4 internship programmes with RP but not others. Good attitude for all 4 students so far” – Quoted by Lee Teck Yee, Senior Logistics Executive

• “During this period Zeren is very committed in his work, we are very satisfy with his performance. I have spoken to him to increase his workload and he is very willingly to take up the job. To reward on his hard work we will adjust his salary to $800 with effect from Dec.” – Quoted by Bernard Chan Keng Leng, Safety executive

• “Easily adaptable to the “working Life”. Possess practical skills which are relevant and applicable to the industry. 3-months programme is Good, as the students can be assign a reasonable size project.” – Quoted by Mr See Chim Hock, Director